
Industry: Cable/Broadband

Business Profile

These two providers offer the full “triple-

play” of services (video, data and voice) to

their growing customer basis. They have

gone through a market experimentation

phase and are now actively marketing to

expand service to gain new users, take

share away from the local incumbents and

improve their overall customer service.

Concurrently, they are wisely investing in

the automation of key processes, including

order management, so that they can prof-

itably scale their businesses.

Challenges 
4Prepare for growing business and 

customer base

4Increase customer satisfaction while 
driving down operational costs

4Streamline the provisioning and order 
management process

4Upgrade outdated systems; integrate 
valuable legacy solutions

4Create a systems infrastructure that is 
easy to manage

Business Benefits
4Order to cash cycle reduced by 25% 

4Labor costs reduced $10 to $15 per order

4Decreased implementation time by 60% 
with lower risk

4Able to support automation of 
incremental processes

“Vitria’s® solutions improve the efficiency and quality of order manage-

ment through the automation of processes and the integration of infor-

mation flows inside the company. By offering visibility into customer

details and services across the organization, Vitria has been instrumental

in helping us reduce operational costs and enrich our service portfolio.” 

4 CIO, European Cable Operator

Vitria has delivered Order Accelerator™ to two Cable Service Providers in

Europe that are expanding their presence in the data and voice markets

through aggressive marketing and infrastructure investment. These providers

recognized that profitable revenue growth is possible only if the core order-to-

cash process operates efficiently and flexibly to support new customer acquisi-

tion and subsequent service and service bundle launches. This order-to-cash

lifecycle is one of the most fundamental processes and needs to scale as the

business grows. Barriers to scalability include obvious ones like re-keying of

data, long order cycle times and high fallout rates as well as more pernicious

issues like billing errors, service delivery misfires and slow product launches.

As the obstacles to switching service providers becoming less daunting for

consumers, these two providers recognized that fast provisioning and accurate

billing are absolute essentials for differentiation and successful growth.

Historically, the Cable Industry has relied on monolithic applications and

process outsourcing to manage large volumes of relatively standard transactions.

Now, due to the newer voice and data services, industry participants require a

greater variety of in-house systems to manage orders, provision services and

manage ongoing service quality. As a result, these two cable providers selected

specialized CRM and provisioning software providers to deliver the required

functionality. They wanted to leverage the best of each packages’ capabilities,

these cable providers pursued a “best-in-breed” strategy that needed three

elements to succeed: 1) a robust integration and process management engine,

2) a standards-based approach that delivered industry best-practices and 3) a

platform to automate future process requirements with ease.

Two Leading Cable Service Providers Bring
New Order Management Capabilities Online
using Order Accelerator™
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To attain these three capabilities rapidly and at low-risk,

these two Cable Service Providers selected Order

Accelerator (OA), the business process integration appli-

cation designed to automate order management for

voice, data and video services. OA is powered by the

award-winning BusinessWare™ platform, a proven busi-

ness process integration solution currently installed in

more than 100 leading telecom service providers world-

wide, including the five largest service providers in the

world. The Vitria solution integrated applications and

processes to automate the order processes while avoid-

ing long implementation periods, system upgrades and

additional “silo” systems. 

Vitria selected the TeleManagement Forum’s eTOM stan-

dard as the business foundation for OA. The eTOM

defined business processes and objects to manage the

interaction between systems, work centers and partners

for selling, order handling, service and resource provi-

sioning.  In addition to these standard processes, OA

provides enhanced support for important sub-processes

such as “in-flight” change order management and con-

trolled order cancellation.  Both Vitria customers

employed an incremental approach to leveraging OA

capabilities, starting with the core order handling and

provisioning models, and plan to implement other mod-

ules as business conditions necessitate.

Both customers analyzed alternative methods of achieving

their desired end-state: hardwired integration, BusinessWare

plus custom development as well as the selected OA

approach. They found that the OA approach would

reduce overall development time by up to 60% and

allow them to re-allocate resources to other process

management requirements such as password changes

and product catalog integration—tasks that would oth-

erwise have had to wait for Phase II development. 

Reusability of the investment is a key benefit of the OA/

BusinessWare approach. One of the Cable Service

Providers will roll out OA to other geographies at an esti-

mated 20% of the cost of the first implementation.  The

first implementation is expected to pay for itself in 4 to 5

quarters indicating that these incremental implementa-

tions will “break even” in less than one quarter of oper-

ation. For them, this is a very attractive ROI story.

To summarize, both Cable Service providers are experi-

encing a number of quantitative and qualitative benefits

from OA and BusinessWare including: 

4Reduced labor costs per order

4Reduced process error rates

4Better inventory management through data accuracy

4Service differentiator vis-à-vis ADSL offering et al 

4Frees staff to focus on selling

4Ready to scale as business grows

OA is available today and comes with the full support of

Vitria’s industry-leading customer service organization.

Working jointly with these and other customers, Vitria

continues to enhance OA and expects the functionality

that delivers these benefits to become even better.

Vitria enjoys a rich history in the telecommunications

sector that spans more than ten years. The company’s

business process integration solutions are currently in

use at AT&T, BellSouth, Bell Canada, Brasil Telecom,

Cablevision, Earthlink, Singapore Telecom, Sprint, UPC,

Verizon, XO Communications, and many others.  For

more information, please contact your local Vitria office

or visit our website www.vitria.com/telecommunications.
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